Sample of a “Common Degree Framework”
This chart illustrates general dimensions of knowledge, understanding and application across degree levels and highlights the
“ratcheting up” of expectations as learning progresses. Many countries rely on similar frameworks (some more detailed) to
make sense of important general competencies in specific fields that emerge from faculty-led “tuning” of disciplines.

Degree
Level

Knowledge /
Understanding

Knowledge
Application

Associate’s
leading to
Bachelor’s

Demonstrates
specific
knowledge,
supported by
textbooks,
prepares for
vocation or
further study
Demonstrates
broad
knowledge built
on prior studies,
supported by
textbooks,
prepares for
profession or
further study

Applies
knowledge to a
vocation or
further studies,
understands and
develops routine
arguments

Uses data to
solve clearlydefined
problems

Communicates
information,
problems,
solutions to peers
and supervisors

Learns in a
structured
environment,
develops skills
sufficient to
continue studies

Applies concepts
and knowledge
to a profession or
vocation,
develops more
complex
arguments,
solves problems
drawing on
existing research
Applies concepts
and knowledge in
broader contexts,
solves problems
related to field,
may conduct
research

Gathers and
interprets data,
can use data to
make decisions
and judgments,
reflects on
social or ethical
questions

Communicates
information,
ideas, problems
and solutions to
peers and external
audiences

Develops skills
sufficient to
continue more
independent
studies

Integrates
knowledge,
makes
judgments
without
complete data,
makes decisions
in complex
situations,
reflects on
social or ethical
issues
Synthesizes
complex
knowledge and
ideas, analyzes
critically,
exercises
judgment in
complex
situations,
informs society
on social or
ethical issues

Communicates
cumulative
knowledge of field
to broad
audiences

Demonstrates
academic
initiative and
self-direction,
continues studies
or professional
development
independently

Communicates
broad expertise in
the field to all
audiences

Promotes and
leads the field in
all contexts,
promotes
advancement of
society

Bachelor’s

Master’s

Demonstrates
broad and
comparative
knowledge in
specialized field,
develops
original ideas

Doctoral

Demonstrates
mastery of
specialized field
and associated
research
methods

Conducts
substantial and
original research
or scholarship
that contributes
to and expands
the field,
research is
suitable for
publication

Independent
Judgment

Communication

Learning
Autonomy

Sources: Dublin Descriptors, QAA Scotland Descriptors, Association of American Colleges & Universities

